Web Database Connection Technology Based on JSP
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Nowadays, the databases are widely used in Web services. This paper introduces the three-tier architecture of Web database, the functions of each tier and the JSP technology simply. And then by using two instances, the paper describes the steps and the characteristics of how to use JDBC API to make connection with Access database and MySQL database, and proofs that it is more simple for using JDBC technology of each tier and the JSP technology simply. And then by using two instances, the paper describes the steps and the characteristics of how to use JDBC API to make connection with all kinds of databases.
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JSP Standard Tag Library (JSTL) – Servlets and JavaServer Pages / JSP – JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) – Assembling these components into a Java EE application. It includes configuration of OC4J is not supported. This is where we will insert some BC4J JSP Data tags. Connecting a JSP to a BC4J Application Module and View Object. Insert an “Application Module” tag by clicking on it on the Component Palette. This will bring up a dialogue which allows for selection of BC4J application module information.
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Accessing a database from a JSP Page. Java Server Pages has Standard Tag Library which includes the number of actions for the database access to improve the simple database-driven Java Server Page applications. Basically these actions are used to provide the following features. Point to be remembered that the web server that executes our JSP Pages usually runs as a different user account than the account you use for development. If you specify a user DSN with your development account, the web container will not be able to find it. In this Article it is very much clear that JSP technology can work with JDBC ODBC driver. Through this driver process we must set up DSN connection. Request PDF on ResearchGate | Study on JSP-Based Dynamic Web Page Security Technology | Security technology every day, talking about, but hard to detect because of where it. Technical staff of the technological update also keeps up with hackers, why? Each unit is limited number of technical personnel, technology is limited and the numbers of hackers are not... The information and data in the database in the electronic commerce system which will be considered it as very important data base which have to be saved with high security encryption. So to solve this security issue we analyze the how the present system are running we understood that the issue arises at the user's registration process and forgotten password scheme.